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It is the vision of Brno’s public transportation operator Dopravní podnik města Brna, a.s. (DPMB), to 

increase the quality of public transportation, maintain DPMB’s position within South Moravia’s 

integrated transportation system, and offer the public attractive mass transportation on par with 

other EU countries. 

 Reliable, smooth-flowing and rapid public transportation is a symbol of quality and a 
fundamental motivator in customers’ (passengers’) decision to use it.  

 In the relationship to the operator and the buyer, reliable, smooth-flowing and rapid public 
transportation must be a symbol of excellent service and primarily a symbol of efficient public 
spending.  

 The financial-operational efficiency of the system reflects the mutual relationship between travel 
time, distance travelled, distance settings and cycle time.  

 
Social prestige and the acceptance of what public transportation has to offer are significantly 
influenced by the riding experience on individual lines. Traffic congestion, interruptions via transport 
nodes – plus the in-vehicle experience – often hold up a real mirror to public declarations of support 
for public transportation from the government and public administrators. 
 
Considering the current intensity of traffic, delays that are expected on individual public transport 
connections (due to the level of road use by other transportation) are compensated both in travel 
times and in cycle times in an effort to maintain organisation on individual routes. 
 
The ongoing effort of route diagram planners is therefore also focused on compensating for delays 
by selecting compensatory times at turning loops and choosing the associated number of vehicles 
and transportation staff needed to provide the transportation service. In the context of financing 
transport services as part of the public service contract, the ratio of vehicle number to transportation 
offerings is a decisive indicator in the operational and economic cost of the mass transportation 
system. 
 
The application of theory, experience, and current proposals for measures are among the main items 
in a transportation company’s practical transportation operations. Success in increasing the prestige 
of mass transportation is a reflection of the level with which it is convinced of the rightness of its 
actions and of the sensitive thoroughness of completed actions via decisions by the relevant 
transportation authorities. The path leading to the implementation of logical and justified ideas and 
proposals for public transportation priority is not a simple one, it is not direct. But minor failures 
cannot drive you away. It’s a path for the incurable optimist. 


